
 

Quality of Education 
Curriculum Intent Statement 

                                                       Subject: Design and Technology 

CURRIUCLUM VISION 

These are the principles that shape our intent of our subject at Bedale High School. We believe that every pupil, 
regardless of ability or background, should expect the same quality education in every lesson taught. 
The vision and values for the food curriculum in both KS3 and KS4 is aimed at developing a passion for creating 
challenging, tasty and well-presented dishes. We want students to learn through having fun and having a go. We 
expect failure as part of the learning process and we want students to understand that this can be built upon to 
progress their learning and skills. We want students to believe that they can reach their full potential in this 
subject through guidance and nurturing and believe that they can be successful. 
 
Our curriculum develops an awareness of all areas highlighted in the SoL and enable students to use this 
knowledge with confidence to cook and apply skills which will help them to succeed. They will understand how, 
why and where food is grown to appreciate sustainability for future generations. Students will understand the 
impact of a healthy diet and nutrition. 
 
Our students will be taught the chemical structure of ingredients so that they have a real understanding of what 
each ingredient function is in a recipe. They will then be able to identify why a recipe has not worked and make 
changes whilst being able to comprehensively explain why. 
Our curriculum will encourage students to cook with confidence and enable them to make informed decisions 
about a wide variety of further learning opportunities and career pathways as well as to develop vital life skills 
that enable them to feed themselves and others affordably and nutritiously now and in later life. 
It is expected that the curriculum is organised in such a way that it provides students with the opportunity to 
learn expected behaviours and to be successful in their learning so that we can deliver our mission and aims. 
 

CURRICULUM RATIONALE 

 
VISION Add the school ethos of courage, commitment and compassion into your vision. 
 

Rationale Ange – add in details of your curriculum at each Year group please. So what do they do in Year 7, then 
Year 8 and then at GCSE. 
 
A small paragraph for each year group is fine? 



 


